A NOTE OF THANKS.

Thanks to all of you, for putting in your time, to run Xavier's market day.
I enjoyed the chance to see your lovely school, and talk to the people that go into making this new suburb a community. I also appreciated all the hard work that goes into making the day a success.
It was lovely to meet some of the many people that go past our gate, and the many that called in afterwards, to the nursery. In these economically hard times, it gives family's a little bit of fun time and participation in events in the community.
I was very blessed to have a stall next to Richard and his wife Anna, Richard was so very helpful, through out the day. Please pass on my thanks to him, and thanks also to your committee, without who's hard work an event like this would not have happened.
Kind regards Wanda and Kevin
Romance Roses

SAFE4KIDS — PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS,
PARENT WORKSHOP

“We want to believe it is someone else’s problem. But Child Sexual Abuse isn’t an individual problem, or even a family problem - it’s a community problem. One that can be solved when adults choose to learn the facts and take action.”

Safe4Kids is a Western Australian organisation which specialises in child protection education. The distinctive programmes delivered by Safe4Kids are specifically designed as a preventative measure to combat child abuse by providing children with clear messages regarding inappropriate behaviour. This allows them to identify unsafe situations and seek help immediately - and to persist in seeking help until they are safe again. For more information about the organisation, please visit the website http://www.safe4kids.com.au/

PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOUR WORSHOP
FEEDBACK FROM PARENTS

“I found it quite confronting but very helpful, especially bringing the open communication in everyday practice. I am looking forward to sending my husband along to a workshop, and would love to learn more.”

“It was really good to hear what Holly Anne had taught the children that day and what their reaction was. I can't help but feel I need to hear and understand more. I am hoping there will be future events for I believe that open information and communication is our strongest prevention.”

“I was brought up to hide and never speak of such private family matters; this breeds vulnerable children. I may not ever be able to be sure that nothing bad will ever happen to my children but I will do all I can to prevent them being vulnerable because of them not having the skills to communicate or not have the knowledge of what is appropriate!”

“The workshop information was invaluable. It was very confronting but also empowering, I will build awareness in my children about Safe and Unsafe Situations, Early Warning Signs and encourage them to establish a Safety Team that they can talk to about ANYTHING.”
XAVIER LADIES WINE & CHEESE NIGHT  
FRIDAY 14TH AUGUST - 7PM

Leave the Hubby and Kids at home and come for a casual night of shopping with the Ladies!! Enjoy a glass of wine, some nibbles and view exclusive items from CaKafi Boutique, Envy Jewellery, Bodyshop and more all whilst raising money for our school. Check your diary’s and keep the date free!! More details to follow shortly.

PONCHO PROMOTION

With the wet weather here, we would like to remind everyone that you are able to purchase high quality Poncho’s from the Uniform Shop for $17. This is an ongoing fundraiser by the P&F. The Ponchos come in Small / Medium / Large sizes and are big enough to cover your child and their school bag.

WOOLWORTHS EARN & LEARN

Xavier School are again collecting the Woolworths Earn & Learn stickers. So when you shop at any Woolworths store please remember to grab them and pop them in the Woolworths Earn & Learn box in the school office. This way the school will achieve many great prizes!!

COFFEE AND CHAT MORNINGS

Our next Coffee and Chat is TUESDAY, 4 AUGUST. This months morning tea will be hosted by the Pre-primary Blue and Year 4 Class Rep’s and is now held at Xavier House. If you are in those classes, new to the school, or would like to catch up - please join us! Everyone is welcome, including children.

XAVIER CATHOLIC SCHOOL  
IS ON FACEBOOK

Parents can keep updated on what’s happening at the school via our Facebook page. To ensure you don't miss any posts and that they appear on your newsfeed, click on the down arrow next to Liked' and select 'Get Notifications' (as shown). Please share our page to those who can benefit from receiving updates about our School via Facebook.

http://www.facebook.com/xaviercatholic

OUR NEXT P&F MEETING WILL BE HELD IN THE  
MULTI PURPOSE CLASSROOM ON TUESDAY, 18 AUGUST 2015.  
MORNING TEA WILL BE PROVIDED AND ALL PARENTS ARE  
WELCOME TO ATTEND.